Invitation & Call for Papers


EXTENDED SUBMISSION DEADLINE: March 20, 2022

SUBMISSION LINK:

https://editorialexpress.com/conference/EARIE2022

Welcome to Vienna for EARIE 2022!

The University of Vienna / Department of Economics is organizing the 49th Annual Conference of the European Association for Research in Industrial Economics (EARIE). EARIE 2022 Vienna takes place 25 – 27 August 2022.

EARIE ANNUAL CONFERENCE

The EARIE Annual Conference provides a yearly platform for delegates and members to present and discuss the latest research in Industrial Economics. The conference attracts more than 400 participants each year from Europe and other parts of the world. EARIE 2022 Vienna will take place at the main building of the University of Vienna, which lies in the historical heart of the city. The university is the oldest in the German-speaking world.
VIENNA

Vienna is the Austrian capital and largest city and the nation’s cultural, economic, and political centre. The historic centre is rich in architectural ensembles, including baroque palaces and gardens and the late-19th-century Ringstrasse, lined with grand buildings and famous monuments and parks. The main building of the University of Vienna lies in the historical heart of the city. Designed in 1874 by Heinrich Ferstel, it is famous for its Arkadenhof. It enjoys excellent public transportation connections with all the major hubs of the city.

SUBMISSION DETAILS

All interested researchers are invited to submit their papers for potential presentation at EARIE 2022, starting from February 1, 2022 until March 15, 2022 (12:00 noon CET). For details on paper submissions and the link, visit the EARIE 2022 Vienna conference website: earie2022.earie.org.

Note: EARIE 2022 Vienna papers must conform to the submission guidelines posted on the conference website & be uploaded online as PDF (Portable Document Format) files, using only the dedicated Conference Maker link – no other file formats or delivery modes will be considered. You may only submit and present one paper.

Decision notifications of paper acceptances for the EARIE 2022 Vienna conference will be delivered to submitting authors via e-mail by May 3, 2022.

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

The EARIE 2022 conference programme will consist of plenary, invited and contributed sessions. The EARIE 2022 Scientific Committee is chaired by David Genesove (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem). See the preliminary programme for a glimpse ...

We are pleased to announce the presidential address and keynote speakers for EARIE 2022 Vienna:

• Massimo Motta (ICREA-Universitat Pompeu Fabra | EARIE President)
• Katja Seim (Yale University)

We are also pleased to announce a plenary panel on "Frontiers of Research on Digital Markets":

• Özlem Bedre-Defolie (ESMT Berlin)
• Emilio Calvano (Università di Roma - Tor Vergata)
• Francesco Decarolis (Università Bocconi)
The EARIE 2022 invited speakers are as follows:

"Supply Chain Issues"
- Myrto Kalouptsidi (Harvard University)
- Rocco Machievello (London School of Economics)

"Productivity and Trade"
- Valerie Smeets (Aarhus University)
- Jo van Biesebroeck (University of Leuven, CEPR London)

"Frictional Markets"
- Alessandro Gavazza (London School of Economics)
- Tobias Salz (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

"Electricity Markets"
- Matti Liski (Aalto University)
- Gautam Gowrisankaran (Columbia University)

"Environmental Markets"
- Estelle Cantillon (Université libre de Bruxelles)
- Mathias Reynaert (Toulouse School of Economics)

"Vertical Contracting"
- Jeanine Miklos-Thal (University of Rochester)
- Claire Chambolle (Université Paris-Saclay)

YOUNG ECONOMISTS` ESSAY AWARDS

The EARIE Young Economists' Essay Awards (YEEAs) are intended to encourage young researchers to participate in the EARIE Conference. The awards are aimed at exceptionally innovative and high-level papers written by researchers who: (a) are under the age of 35 and (b) have completed their PhD less than 5 years ago. For papers with multiple authors, each author should satisfy both criteria (a) and (b). Each year, the YEEA for the paper that makes the most significant policy contribution is dedicated to the late Paul Geroski; this year will be the 16th time that EARIE bestows this award. As of 2013, Elsevier has kindly sponsored the YEEA money prizes, for which EARIE is very grateful.

Note: For your paper to be considered for a YEEA prize at EARIE 2022 Vienna, please tick the corresponding checkbox on the Conference Maker paper submission form.

COVID 19 INFORMATION

The conference will take place under the Covid-19 rules of the University of Vienna, the City of Vienna and the state of Austria. The currently applicable regulations are updated regularly. For more details please visit the EARIE 2022 Vienna website.
CONTACT INFORMATION

EARIE 2022 Vienna Conference inquiries: earie2022@univie.ac.at

Please send questions about paper submission and the scientific program directed to David Genesove, Chair of the Scientific Committee to the above e-mail address – as well as any questions about the local organisation directed to Christine Zulehner, Chair of the Local Organizing Committee in Vienna.

Registration & accommodation inquiries: congress@univie.ac.at

Please send questions about registration and hotel bookings to the above e-mail address – or call our Event Management team at: + 43-1-4277-17677

Note: We would greatly appreciate it if you could pass this Invitation & Call for Papers on to other colleagues & contacts.

We are looking forward to receiving your paper submissions – and to seeing you at EARIE 2022 in Vienna this summer!

With best regards from the EARIE 2022 Vienna team:

- David Genesove (Chair of the Scientific Committee)
- Christine Zulehner (Chair of the Local Organizing Committee)
- Daniel Garcia (Local Organizing Committee)
- Maarten Janssen (Local Organizing Committee)
- Philipp Schmidt-Dengler (Local Organizing Committee)
- Andrea Rosner (Local Organizing Committee)